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Failure avalanhes in ber bundles for disrete load inrease
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†
Department of Physis, Norwegian University of Siene and Tehnology, N7491 Trondheim, Norway
The statistis of burst avalanhe sizes n during failure proesses in a ber bundle follows a power
law, D(n) ∼ n−ξ , for large avalanhes. The exponent ξ depends upon how the avalanhes are
provoked. While it is known that when the load on the bundle is inreased in a ontinuous manner,
the exponent takes the value ξ = 5/2, we show that when the external load is inreased in disrete
and not too small steps, the exponent value ξ = 3 is relevant. Our analyti treatment applies to
bundles with a general probability distribution of the breakdown thresholds for the individual bers.
The pre-asymptoti size distribution of avalanhes is also onsidered.
PACS numbers: 62.20.Mk
I. INTRODUCTION
Fiber bundles with statistially distributed thresholds
for breakdown of individual bers provide simple and in-
teresting models of failure proesses in materials under
stress. These models are muh studied sine they an
be analyzed to an extent that is not possible for more
omplex materials (for reviews see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄). We
study here equal-load-sharing models, in whih the load
previously arried by a failed ber is shared equally by
all the remaining intat bers in the bundle [6, 7, 8, 9℄.
The break-down thresholds xi for the individual bers
are assumed to be independent random variables with
the same umulative distribution funtion P (x) and a
orresponding probability density p(x):
Prob(xi ≤ x) = P (x) =
∫ x
0
p(y) dy. (1)
We onsider a bundle of N bers, lamped at both
ends. At a fore x per surviving ber the total fore F (x)
on the bundle is x times the number of intat bers. The
average, or marosopi, fore is given by the expetation
value of this,
〈F 〉 = N x [1− P (x)]. (2)
One may onsider x to represent the elongation of the
bundle, with the elastiity onstant set equal to unity.
In the generi ase 〈F 〉 will have a single maximum Fc, a
ritial load orresponding to the maximum load the bun-
dle an sustain before omplete breakdown of the whole
system.
When a ber ruptures somewhere, the stress on the
intat bers inreases. This may in turn trigger further
ber failures, whih an produe avalanhes that either
lead to a stable situation or to breakdown of the whole
bundle. One may study the burst distribution D(n), de-
ned as the expeted number of bursts of size n when the
bundle is strethed until omplete breakdown. When the
∗
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load on the bundle is inreased ontinuously from zero,
the generi result is a power law
lim
N→∞
N−1 D(n) ∝ n−ξ, (3)
for large n, with ξ = 5/2 [10, 11℄.
However, experiments may be performed in a dierent
manner. In Se. 2 we show for the uniform probability
distribution of thresholds that for experiments in whih
the load is inreased in nite steps of size δ rather than
by innitesimal amounts, the power-law exponent is seen
to inrease to the value ξ = 3. This have been notied
in a speial ase previously: An argument by Pradhan et
al. [12℄ for uniform threshold distribution suggested this
exponent value.
In Se. 3 we show that the same asymptoti power law,
D(n) ∝ n−3 (4)
holds for a triangular threshold distribution and for a
Weibull distribution. The result (4) is demonstrated by
simulations, and we provide analyti derivations to bak
up the results. Our onlusions are not limited to the
distributions used in the simulations; we give an analyti
derivation valid for a general threshold distribution.
The avalanhe distribution does not follow the asymp-
toti power law (4) for small bursts. However, our ana-
lyti formulas do also over the distribution for bursts of
smaller sizes n, down to a minimum size.
In the onluding remarks we disuss briey the results
and their range of appliability.
II. UNIFORM THRESHOLD DISTRIBUTION
For the uniform distribution of thresholds,
P (x) =
{
x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
0 for x > 1,
(5)
here in dimensionless units, the load urve (2) is
paraboli,
〈F 〉 = N x (1− x), (6)
2so that the expeted ritial load equals
Fc = N/4. (7)
Fig. 1 shows the size distribution of the bursts obtained
by simulation on ber bundles with the uniform threshold
distribution (5). In one proedure the bursts are reorded
under a ontinuous load inrease, in the other proedure
the load is inreased by disrete amounts δ. Clearly the
exponent desribing the large-size power laws are dier-
ent, lose to ξ = 2.5 and ξ = 3, respetively.
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FIG. 1. Avalanhe size distribution for the uniform threshold
distribution (5). The distribution marked (a) is a reord of
all bursts when the load is inreased ontinuously, while the
bursts reorded in (b) results from inreasing the load in steps
of δ = 10 and δ = 50 (upper urve). The dotted line in (a)
represents a n−5/2 behavior, and the dotted lines in (b) show
the theoretial asymptotis (12) for δ = 10 and δ = 50. The
gure is based on 10000 samples with N = 106 bers in the bundle.
The basi reason for the dierene in the power laws
is that inreasing the external load in steps redues the
utuations in the fore. The derivation of the asymp-
toti size distribution D(n) ∝ n−5/2 of avalanhes, orre-
sponding to load inreases by innitesimal steps, shows
the importane of fore utuations [10℄. An eetive
redution of the utuations requires that the size δ of
the load inrease is large enough so that a onsiderable
number of bers break in eah step, i.e. δ ≫ Fc/N .
With a suiently large δ we may use the marosopi
load equation (2) to determine the number of bers bro-
ken in eah step. The load values are mδ, with m taking
the valuesm = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N/4δ for the uniform threshold
distribution. By (6) the threshold value orresponding to
the load mδ is
xm =
1
2
(
1−
√
1− 4mδ/N
)
. (8)
The expeted number of bers broken when the load is
inreased from mδ to (m+ 1)δ is lose to
n = Ndxm/dm = δ/
√
1− 4mδ/N. (9)
Here the minimum number of n is δ, obtained in the rst
load inrease. The integral over all m from 0 to N/4δ
yields a total number N/2 of broken bers, as expeted,
sine the remaining one-half of the bers burst in one
nal avalanhe.
The number of avalanhes of size between n and n+dn,
D(n) dn, is given by the orresponding interval of the
ounting variable m:
D(n) dn = dm. (10)
Sine
dn
dm
=
2δ2
N
(1 − 4mδ/N)−3/2 = 2
Nδ
n3, (11)
we obtain the following distribution of avalanhe sizes:
D(n) =
dm
dn
= 1
2
Nδ n−3, (n ≥ δ). (12)
For onsisteny, one may estimate the total number of
bursts by integrating D(n) from n = δ to ∞, with the
result N/4δ, as expeted.
Fig. 1 shows that the theoretial power law (12) ts
the simulation results perfetly for suiently large n.
The simulation reords also a few bursts of magnitude
less than δ beause there is a nonzero probability to have
bundles with onsiderably fewer bers than the average
in a threshold interval. However, these events will be
of no importane for the asymptoti power law in the
size distribution. Moreover, for a more realisti threshold
distribution the situation is dierent (see below).
3III. GENERAL THRESHOLD DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIG. 2 Avalanhe size distribution for (a) the triangular
distribution (13) and (b) for the Weibull distribution (14). In both
ases the load is inreased in steps of δ = 20. The gure is based
on 10000 samples of bundles with N = 106 bers.
In order to see whether the asymptoti law (4) is gen-
eral, we have performed simulations for two other thresh-
old distributions, the triangular threshold distribution
p(x) =
{
2x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
0 for x > 1,
(13)
and the Weibull distribution with index 5,
P (x) = 1− e−x5 , for all positive x. (14)
In Fig. 2 the exponent ξ = 3 is learly present in
the triangular distribution ase, and less learly in the
Weibull distribution ase. Therefore we give now an an-
alyti derivation for a general threshold distribution, and
apply the result to the two ases for whih the simula-
tion results are shown in Fig. 2. The intention is to see
if the simulation results an be tted, not merely with a
power law behavior for large avalanhe sizes, but over an
extended range of n.
For a general threshold distribution P (x) a load inter-
val δ and a threshold interval are onneted via the load
equation (2). Sine d〈F 〉/dx = N [1 − P (x) − xp(x)], an
inrease δ in the load orresponds to an interval
∆x =
δ
N [1− P (x) − xp(x)] (15)
of ber thresholds. The expeted number of bers broken
by this load inrease is therefore
n = N p(x) ∆x =
p(x)
1− P (x)− xp(x) δ. (16)
Note that this number diverges at the ritial point, i.e.
at the maximum of the load urve, as expeted.
We want to determine the number D(n) ∆n of bursts
with magnitudes in the interval (n, n+∆n). The number
D(n) ∆n we seek is the number of load steps orrespond-
ing to the interval ∆n. Sine eah load step orresponds
to the interval (15) of x, the number of load steps orre-
sponding to the interval ∆n equals
D(n) ∆n = ∆n
dx
dn
N [1− P (x) − xp(x)]
δ
. (17)
Using (16) we have
dn
dx
=
[1− P (x)] p′(x) + 2p(x)2
[1− P (x)− xp(x)]2 δ. (18)
Thus we obtain
D(n) =
[1− P (x)− xp(x)]3
[1− P (x)]p′(x) + 2p(x)2
N
δ2
=
p(x)3
[1− P (x)]p′(x) + 2p(x)2
Nδ
n3
, (19)
using (16). Here x = x(n), determined by Eq. (16). For
the uniform threshold distribution expression (19) oin-
ides with (12).
Near ritiality the rst fration in the expression (19)
for D(n) beomes a onstant. The asymptoti behavior
for large n is therefore
D(n) ≃ C n−3, (20)
with a nonzero onstant
C = Nδ
p(xc)
2
2p(xc) + xcp′(xc)
. (21)
We have used that at ritiality 1 − P (xc) = xcp(xc).
Thus the asymptoti power law (4) is universal.
4For the triangular threshold distribution onsidered in
Fig. 2a equations (16) and (19) yield n = 2xδ/(1− 3x2)
and D = 4Nδn−3x3/(1 + 3x2). Elimination of x gives
D(n) =
2Nδ
n3
1
6δ/n+ 2δ3/n3 + (3 + 2δ2/n2)
√
3 + δ2/n2
,
(22)
with asymptoti behavior D(n) ≃ (2Nδ/√27) n−3, in
agreement with (20).
For the Weibull distribution onsidered in Fig. 2b we
obtain
D(n) = Nδ n−3
25x9 e−x
5
4 + 5x5
, and n =
5δ x4
1− 5x5 . (23)
This burst distribution must be given on parameter form,
the elimination of x annot be done expliitly. The riti-
al point is at x = 5−1/5 and the asymptotis is given by
(20), with C = Nδ(625e)−1/5.
These theoretial results are also exhibited in Fig. 2.
In both ases the agreement with the theoretial results
is very satisfatory. The n−3 power law is seen, but the
asymptotis sets in only for very large avalanhes, espe-
ially for the Weibull ase. For small-sized avalanhes it
is interesting to note the dierene between the uniform
distribution and the more realisti Weibull distribution.
In the latter ase the theoretial result (19) is reasonably
aurate also for n < δ. The reason is that for the Weibull
(and the triangular) threshold distribution there are few
very weak bers. Thus a load inrease δ orresponds to
a threshold interval that may, in the average desription,
ontain just a few failing bers. For the uniform dis-
tribution on the other hand, a orresponding threshold
interval with a number of bers muh less than δ an only
be aused by utuations with very low probabilities.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
If we let the load inrease δ shrink to zero, we must
reover the asymptoti D(n) ∝ n−5/2 power law valid for
ontinuous load inrease. Thus, as funtion of δ, there
must be a rossover from one behavior to the other. It is
to be expeted that for δ ≪ 1 the D(n) ∝ n−5/2 asymp-
totis is seen, and when δ ≫ 1 the D(n) ∝ n−3 asymp-
totis is seen.
We would like to emphasize that the step-wise load
inrease is a reasonable as well as more pratial load-
ing method from the experimental point of view. While
performing frature-failure experiments by applying ex-
ternal load, one annot ensure that a single ber (the
weakest one) fails, whereas inreasing the external load
by equal steps is an easier and more realisti proedure.
In onlusion we have shown that the magnitude dis-
tribution D(n) of avalanhes generated by simulation for
ber bundles with step-wise inrease in the external load,
is asymptotially a power law with an exponent essen-
tially equal to −3. We have analytially derived this
asymptoti power law D(n) = Cn−3 for a general proba-
bility distribution p(x) of the individual ber thresholds,
as well as the pre-asymptoti behavior of the avalanhe
distribution D(n).
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